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LEVANTE - 23

$ 55,000

Description
23m90 4 cabins 4 crew Sunreef 80 LEVANTE is a sloop-rigged catamaran whose sporty and sleek silhouette
was designed to maximize her performance while minimizing wind and water resistance. LEVANTE’s lightweight
carbon fiber reinforced hull and decks, as well as a carbon fiber boom allow for an unbelievable performance and
amazing sailing experience in the most of onboard comfort while the enhanced living space features a main deck
full-beam salon and dining area, internal helm and an innovation on single deck catamarans- a main deck
Owner’s Suite. The kitchen, fully equipped with state-of-the-art appliances, was moved to the portside hull to
further accentuate the family-friendly layout of the yacht. Luxury charter catamaran LEVANTE was designed with
the utmost attention to detail and onboard comfort to guarantee unforgettable sailing experiences. Both the
interior and the exterior are voluminous and offer ample areas for onboard entertaining. The soothing color
palette of soft gray, white and black creates a warm and relaxing ambiance spiced up with tasteful pops of color
on modern yet chic accessories. All adventure seekers will be pleased to open the toy chest aboard the yacht
offering two tenders, water skis for adults and children, kite boards, windsurfing, kayaking and paddle boarding
as well as diving and fishing gear. Alfresco dining options include a sprawling aft deck and flybridge, both
complete with exquisite sun pads for sweet lounging around in the warm rays. Forward guests will also find
generous space for admiring breathtaking vistas and soaking up the sun. Sunreef 80 Sailing LEVANTE sports
comfortable accommodation for 8 + 2 guests in one main deck master and three guest cabins located below
deck, all ensuite. The starboard features one of the guest cabins while the portside has one cabin for children and
one guest cabin. The master ensuite bathroom and large dressing room are also located on the starboard below
deck and have direct access to the cabin on the main deck. Luxury charter yacht LEVANTE and her expert crew
of 4 will create long-lasting memories of a perfect sailing holiday in the Pacific in the summer and in the
Caribbean in the winter. The yacht is a top choice for groups of friends or families with children that look for a
flawless charter vacation on board of an impeccable crewed vessel.

Manufacturer: LEVANTE

Model: 23

